
16. A fast ballroom dance? QU___________________________

17. What is a deep pit called where stone or clay may be extracted? QU__________________

18. This could mean a fast tremble or is a container for arrows? QU_____________________

19. What is the typical sound a duck makes? QU__________________________________

20. What are you doing if you repeat words made by another person, spoken or written? QU_________________

21. A platform that is found alongside water for loading and unloading ships or boats is called what? QU_________________________________

22. A men’s hairstyle popular in the 1950’s where the hair is brushed up and back from their forehead is called a what? QU_________________

23. When you unexpectedly finish something permanently, e.g. leaving a job? QU____________

24. What is the hard colourless stone called that has hexagonal prisms? QU________________

25. What is this baked pastry dish filled with eggs, ham or other fillings? QU _____________

26. A warm bed covering that is also known as a duvet is called what? QU ________________

27. What is the name given to a female ruler of an independent state? QU _________________

28. When you wait in line to get somewhere what is this called? QU_______________________

29. What is the name for this short tailed game bird, like a small partridge? QU _____________

30. This bike has 4 wheels what is it called? QU_______________________________
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1. Qualification 

2. Quarter

3. Quartermaster

4. Quicksilver

5. Quarterback 

6. Quadruple

7. Question

8. Quirky

9. Quick

10. Quintuplets

11. Quantity 

12. Quesadillas

13. Queasy 

14. Quench

15. Quicksand

16. Quickstep

17. Quarry

18. Quiver

19. Quack

20. Quote

21. Quay

22. Quiff

23. Quit 

24. Quartz

25. Quiche

26. Quilt

27. Queen

28. Queueing

29. Quail

30. Quad
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1. When you pass an exam you receive this? QU_________________________

2. One part of something divided into 4 is called this? QU___________________

3. What is the name given to an officer in a regiment who is responsible for looking after supplies? QU__________________________

4. What is the alternative name for Mercury? QU____________________________

5. What is the name for the player in American football (stationed behind the centre)? QU________________

6. If something is increased fourfold, what is this called? QU______________________

7. I am asking you one of these? QU _________________________

8. A name given to someone or something with peculiar traits? QU_____________________

9. Another name for being speedy or fast? QU______________________

10. When a mother gives birth to 5 babies they are collectively known as what? QU_________________

11. An amount of something? QU__________________________

12. A Mexican dish consisting of a tortilla filled with cheese or meats? QU_______________________

13. When on a ship you may feel a little nauseous or what to begin with? QU_____________________

14. When you are thirsty and have a drink this helps to do what? QU__________________

15. Very loose Sand that when you step on it might suck you in? QU___________________
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